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Well deserved award
CONGRATULATIONS to Boris Struk (pictured) on a well deserved Pride of Australia

award ("Medal a step in the fight for life", Moonee Valley Leader, July 13).
Nola Smedley, as posted on mooneevalleyleader.com.au
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Anthony Miller recognised the need for weekend activities for young
people with disabilities, so he developed a friendship group called
Full of Spirit. SUE GOSS reports.

In the spirit
of friendship

What do young people with a
disability do on weekends?
During the week they might

go to school or other activities but the
weekends can be very isolating. Surely
they should have similar opportunities
for recreation and fun as their peers?

When Anthony Miller was only 20
he had a life-changing experience. He
left his job and decided to work with
people with disabilities.

"Everyone said I needed
qualifications so I did the Certificate 4
in Age and Disability, coming to the
City of Whittlesea on a placement," he
says. "Now I have a young family
myself and am working here in
different areas, developing programs
for our clients."

Anthony is now a HACC worker and
coordinator of a new disability group
for the City of Whittlesea. Last year he
saw a particular need for young
people between 13 and 25 to have a
friendship group on weekends. He
drew up a proposal to receive funding
for this group which he has called

'Full of Spirit'.
"There is a huge demand in the

area for weekend respite," he says.
"The aim of the group is to build
friendships, making a difference and
integrating them more into the
community. They have very diverse
disabilities - muscular dystrophy,
Downs syndrome, autism, intellectual
disabilities, cerebral palsy. We have
around 15 clients in the group but can
only take 10 at any one time with
three other support workers. They go
once a month into the community and
come once into the centre."

The program is making a great
difference to the young people in
Whittlesea. Anthony researches
possible activities on the internet and
by talking to other youth workers. He
plans the details of the activities the
previous week and has just completed
sketching out a calendar of events for
this year.

"People assume that the word
disability must include intellectual
disability," he says. "This is not

necessarily true. We have some very
bright boys here who love working
with video games, DVDs and art.
Many enjoy bowling and all love the
cinema. We've had the Wild Action
Zoo visit and the local music school
teachers come to play rock and roll."

The 'Full of Spirit' program is all
about allowing kids who are 13 to be
13 and 25-year-olds to to be 25-year-
olds. They can go to the movies or
play X-Box. They own their activities
because they choose what they do.

Anthony aims to get into a course
in assessment this year, a new module
available through the DHS which has
funded his program. He believes it is
most important for him to be able to
assess people who live in their homes
and help decide what services they
will need. Other aims for the City of
Whittlesea programs are to somehow
fulfil the need for weekend and
overnight respite at places like Phillip
Island with the help of families and
teenage siblings.

Anthony Miller and some of the crew from Full of Spirit enjoy a game of pool.
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